EVQ Scrappy Rail Fence-- EASY

Quilt Size: 47” X 56” Child/small Lap size
Quilt Block: 9”
Blocks Needed: 30
Fabric: Assorted scraps or strips at least 2 ½”, 3 ½” &
4 ½” wide, about 10” long. You will need one strip of each
width per block. Sort scraps by color families and pair up a
light, medium & dark, one of each width. If you have
longer strips, you can sew one of each width together in a
strip set, again using a light, medium, & dark of one color
family.
Border: Need 1/4 - 1/3 yard. 6 WOF strips at 1 ½” wide.
You will need to piece strips together to form long enough
border strips.
Blocks: If using scrap lengths, sew one light, medium &
dark length, making sure one is 2 ½” wide, another 3 ½” &
the 3rd is 4 ½”“ wide. Trim block to 9 ½” square.
If using strip sets, cut into 9 ½” squares. You need varying
numbers of blocks in each color family to achieve the
layout shown: 3 blocks each of 2 colorways, 7 blocks each
of 2 colorways & 10 blocks of another colorway.
Assembly: Lay blocks out to form above pattern. Alternate orientation of
strips horizontal & vertical as shown. Sew blocks in each row together,
pressing seams to right in Rows 1,3,5 and to left I Rows 2,4,6 so seams
will nest when you next sew each row to the next.
Border: Measure quilt lengthwise through the middle and cut 2 border
pieces. Sew on either side of quilt. Then measure width of quilt through
the middle and cut the 2 remaining border pieces and sew to top &
bottom. Press well & it’s done!

NOTE: This pattern can be easily made
larger or smaller.

Comfort/Baby: 4 X 4 blocks = 50” X 50”
Lap: 6 X 7 blocks with border increased to 3” = 60” X 69”
Twin:6 X 9 blocks with border increased to 3” = 60” X 87”

NOTE: This pattern can also be made with 12“ finished blocks by using 3 ½”, 4 ½” & 5 ½” wide strips that are
at least 12 ½” long. So dig into your scraps & reduce your stash!
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